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Junior, Claire Parsons, publsihed poet and Poetry Out Loud winner 

Marly Scolatti As I began sophomore year Loud, which is a nationwide The poem that was pub-

A&E Editor Claire Parsons was in the block competition for youth to mem- lished is titled, 'The Flight, 
with me. She was quiet and orize and recite poetry. It was The Flightless'. Parsons got 

reserved but her short then that former block teacher her inspiration for the piece 
dyed hair and colorful Renee Conner told us that from birds while she was 
wardrobe revealed a Parsons had participated in the sitting in the doctor's office 
part of her person- competition. watching them flitter from 
ality. It was obvious I was incredibly impressed branch to branch, but what in-
that she was creative. that she had participated in spired her was "their constant 
When we moved into such an intense competition. ebb and flow and just relating 
World War I in block Since then Parson's has par- that to memory." 
we began reading ticipated in another Poetry Birds are the main focus of 

Out Loud, winning 2nd place the poem as Parsons noticed, 
and a Special Recognition at "there were many instances 
the Montana State Finals. Her in my life where I have been 
plaques are hanging in the sitting and contemplating and 
library for all to see. I just happened to be watching 

But this is about so much birds." But she doesn't love 
more than just the awards to birds and hasn't written about 
Parsons, "it's a nice outlet," for them before this instance, "just 
her as it is with so many poets. because this one poem is about 
Poetry is a way to encapsulate birds doesn't mean I love 
memories and emotions into a birds." 
single performance. Parsons loves poetry and 

Parsons has always been says she, "definitely" wants to 
intrigued from a young age, continue writing as she gets 
"even in elementary school I older. But she has a hard time 

poetry, and that's when I found was interested." But her career believing that, "you can make 
out she was a poet. as a poet really began when a career out poetry." But she 

We listened to 2012 state she took a creative writing does view it as an useful skill 
champion, Joshua Kelly class here at Hellgate, "I got that she hopes to carry with her 

Photos by Ella Steinberg perform the poem, 'Dulce et my teacher to help me im- through her life. 
Decorqm est' at Poetry Out prove." 


